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1. Internal Evidence 
Since Aristotle's texts do not date themselves by way either of 
sufficient ly unambiguous internal allusions or univocal cross-references, 
since the ancient catalogues of his writ ings are classifications, not 
chronologies, and since the stylometric technique seems unavailing in re­
gard to them, the primary datum for the developmental approach has to be 
the internal conditio n of the transmitted texts. Indeed, for Jaeger it 
was inattention to the"literary form" of Aristotle's writings that dis­
credited the non-develop mental, systemat ic approach of his predecessors 
(e.g. , Zeller), where by "literary form" we should actually understand 
formlessness or deformity. It is not surprising that the Metaphysics 
was both the first object of Jaeger's scrutiny and the touchstone for 
his later, more ample, developmental picture, inasmuch as its apparent 
internal disarray, i.e., the repetitions (e.g., in Books A and �!>, the 
se emingly awkward placement of Books ::< , 4 , K, M-N, the-lack of connec­
tive particles between almost all the'"boOk's and 
the 
inconcinnities among 
themes and programs, can scarcely escape attention and must surely pro­
voke doubt as to its compositional unity. These features of the text · 
did not go unremarked prior to Jaeger. The ancient commentator Asclepius 
wrote that "the present treatise does not seem to have any sound arrange­
ment or connectedness",' a sentiment echoed much more violently by an 
anonymous 18th century scholar s the Metaphysics is 
a "monstrum horrendum, informe, ingens, cui lumen adeptum est" ,4 Hence, 
the initial textual phenomena (of the Metaphysics and, to lesser degree, 
of other treatises) are scarcely in doubt; but they do not, on the other 
hand, immediately dictate the lines of analysis most appropriate to them. 
This can be brought out in various ways. Jaeger himself uses Ar�s­
totle 's doctrinal adherence to, and dissension from, 'Platonism' as the 
benchmark by which to arrange the compositional layers of the Metaphysics, 
and of Aristotle's thinking in general, in a chronological (and philoso­
phically meaningful) sequence. Responses to Jaeger's proposal exhibit 
a beguiling duality: either his basic scheme, viz. from enthusiastic 
commitment to Platonic metaphysical theology to dedication to empirical 
research, is retained, but the component elements in the sequence are 
re-arranged (e.g., von Arnim); or, the basic scheme is challenged, per­
haps inverted, (e.g., from an initial critique of Platonism to its gradual 
reappropriation), so that the same components must now be arranged accor­
ding to a new philosophical "reading". of his 'development'. A survey 
of post-Jaegefian scholarship on the Metaphysics, such as Berti and Joseph 
Owen provide, makes it plain how varied, not to say, kaleidoscopic, these 
combinatorial patterns have become. (Book Lambda, to take a key example, 
has been shifted all along the developmental spectrum.) These variations, 
each with its own relative plausibility, demonstrate the fragility and 
even arbitrariness of any one proposal, since each trades on a prior 
picture of philosophical 'development' and, indeed, of what should count 
as philosophical progress, into which the supposedly disparate parts of 
the text are then fitted. Thus, even if those parts can be reliably 
recognized as coming from different periods in Aristotle's life, there 
is nothing intrinsic to them that dictates or suggests a single chrono­
logical ordering; rather, an extrinsic or s priori philosophical judg­
ment bears the burden of giving them both chronological and doctrinal 
significance. 
My point is not, of course, that such philosophical judgments can 
or ought to be dispensed with. After all, even when the chronological 
relations among the texts of a modern philosophical author. are beyond 
doubt, analyses of the factors behind that author's 'development', 
assessments of the 'progress' or 'retrogression', still must rest on 
philosophical insights and convictions, when, that is, they do not 
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